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Joshua Nielson
The Werewolf’s Mate
In the waning years of the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
young Ellen of Strawberry was wed to a young man of good
standing, one Joshua Stutworth. The match was arranged
by their mutual families, and though Ellen felt little love for
Joshua, she favored him with small tokens of her esteem—her
hand to kiss (which he did, dutifully, whenever he greeted
her), acceptance of all his peculiar gifts, including a curious
necklace bedecked with silver wolves’ heads, and her dignified
presence at balls and festivities. Just to keep up appearances,
she even condescended to dance with him from time to time,
rather than enjoy the company of the other ladies. On some
days, she took supper with Joshua’s parents, the stately Lord
John Stutworth and Lady Beth (her full name was Elizabeth,
but she would not suffer anyone should call her by the Queen’s
name), and on such days, Lord Stutworth would fill her ears
with tales of his hounds, whose intelligence was legendary all
across England.
For his part, Joshua treated Ellen with respect, even
deference—always gentle in his commands and preferring
requests when privacy would allow such unhusbandly
behavior. He lavished her with flowers and jewels and
beautiful gowns, as much as his money would permit, and he
never offered hindrance to her entertaining guests, no matter
their number, station, or makeup. But he spent a great deal
of time in his precious kennels or with his own friends, a
rough bunch of commoners whose manners and dress were
hardly Stutworthy. Whenever she saw them, one or another
was drunk, and it was usually Joshua who guided the man’s
faltering steps. Many of his finest clothes had been soiled that
way, and when one tailored silk shirt had to be thrown away
because of stains of purest black, he had to explain to Lord
Stutworth and Lady Beth that the man had been a chimney
sweep. But that was Joshua, Lady Beth told Ellen—he always
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had a love of life in the rougher places, and they had had to get
used to it. At least he knew better than to trouble his family by
bringing those uncouth manners into the house.
So, all in all, Ellen was content. Though her lady friends
always breathed scandal when she spoke of her husband’s
latest exploits, they loved even the whisper of such a thing,
and she took satisfaction in their repeating astonishment.
Always a different servant would serve her parties, each
handsomely dressed in what looked suspiciously like noble
silk and cotton, and when once she asked for a maid who
had served three parties in a row, she was told the maid was
in repose. “At dinnertime?” she asked. It was always so, the
serving girl said, for the servants took their repose at many
different times so that someone was always up. Master Joshua
had said it should be so, for he loved staying up late (and this
Ellen knew). Indeed, he sometimes stayed up so late that Ellen
awoke to find him in the parlor, just going to bed.
One day, one of Ellen’s friends brought a young Frenchman
with her, and Ellen began to watch him. When she repeated the
tales of her husband’s extraordinary behavior, he applauded
with the rest, and it seemed once that their eyes met and held,
and Ellen’s breath was quite swept away. Raoul (for that was
his name) was well-tanned and handsome, armed with the
boldness to sweep a girl off her feet and the reservation to but
kiss her hand when called for, and he was quite popular with
the ladies of the region. Or so Ellen was told. Ellen invited
him to return, soon and frequently, and he politely accepted.
He did return, often, and she spent long hours with him—
talking, taking tea, walking in the garden. Perhaps a bit of
Joshua’s scandal had rubbed off on her, for in a matter of
months, their relationship had advanced to what might be
called an affair, and young ladies all over the shire began
whispering of it amongst themselves. But for the first time in
her life, Ellen believed herself truly happy, continually seeing
in Raoul a more handsome and proper husband than Joshua,
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and she barely noticed her husband’s increasingly long hours
in the kennels and unhappy mood.
One day, when Raoul came again, they walked so long in
the garden that they came to the very borders of Stutworth
land, where no gardeners were around to observe them.
“Marry me,” Raoul bid her. “You deserve better than Joshua.”
Ellen could not disagree, for her marriage had become
somewhat tiresome, but she was afraid. By English law,
Joshua had claim on her, and even if he would let it go, his
highly proper parents would not. If she were caught, she didn’t
dare imagine what punishment she might receive.
“In France,” Raoul continued, guessing her hesitation,
“the Stutworths have no power, and I have a great estate—
thousands of acres of the richest vineyards in Europe. You can
live there forever, and Joshua will never reach you. Come with
me.”
Ellen smiled then and vowed not to rest until she had seen
Vaucluse—for that was the name of Raoul’s estate—but he
bid her wait. He would immediately make arrangements. True
to her vow, she barely slept that night for anticipation. When
she awoke in the morning, she discovered a most peculiar man
on her dresser: a small, fat man kneeling, carved of fine green
jade. Joshua called it a Buddha, whatever sort of outlandish
thing that was. The days passed swiftly while she awaited
Raoul, and Joshua took her walking in the garden, spent
long hours by the fireplace with her, brought her more gifts.
A gown, pale mauve with fine silk lace sleeves, and another,
her favorite shade of aqua and a necklace of matching stones,
were added to her wardrobe, and a necklace made of pearls
the size of marbles made its way into her jewelry case. But not
once did Ellen regret her decision. After all, it wasn’t every
day that a girl found true love.
At week’s end, Raoul returned and took her walking again,
spoke with her, and pretended that this was an ordinary visit.
But Ellen understood: he was ready. Joshua did not impose
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on their privacy, and if she did not send for the servants,
even they would not enter whatever chamber she and Raoul
happened to occupy. Toward noon, Raoul offered to take her
into town for a new dress (though her wardrobe was positively
stuffed), and she accepted. Sending a maid to inform Lord
Stutworth and Lady Beth that she was going into town, she
took Raoul’s hand and let him sweep her right into his coach.
Household servants brought her her jewelry so she might
choose an appropriate gown, and the horses carried them
swiftly out of sight of the familiar manor.
The fine coach was not built for travel, so Raoul purchased
a sturdier carriage in town. They did not stop at the
dressmaker, but Raoul promised her many fine gowns when
they reached his estate. For three days they traveled in great
haste, until at last they came to the port of Dover, where
Raoul’s vessel awaited them. A short, choppy voyage and the
lovers stood on French soil. A carriage awaited them in Calais,
drawn by a matched set of four milk-white horses, and it sped
them along so swiftly, it seemed that all Raoul’s promises were
bound to come true. But, as it happened, toward nightfall, the
horses became dreadfully spooked, and the driver could not
slow them. The carriage entered a wood, and still the horses
galloped on in terror until, suddenly, a man stood before them,
hands raised, and the horses, snorting and spewing foam, came
to a stop. The lovers emerged to thank the stranger.
Immediately, a pack of wolves emerged from the forest,
expertly surrounding coach and team so that the horses, now
thoroughly terrified, could find no place to flee and began
instead to scream. Raoul shoved Ellen back into the coach and
followed close on her heels. The squealing driver was right
behind them.
Raoul bolted the doors and held Ellen close. It was all
right, he said. They were only wolves—they would eat the
horses and leave, and then the driver could return to town and
bring more horses, and cavalry with packs of hounds, and the
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wolves would be hunted out and destroyed. At that moment,
a wolf leaped through the open window and settled across
the cushioned seat with a sigh, stretching all across the seat.
The driver, squealing, vanished out the other window and,
still screaming, fled. One of the wolves in the pack slipped
away to follow. With horses screaming in the background,
Raoul picked up his riding crop and slapped the wolf on the
muzzle. The wolf blinked and raised his head. When the crop
descended again, he caught it, lazily, and broke it between his
teeth, letting the broken end fall to the floor.
Raoul drew his sword, a thin French rapier, and slashed
at the beast—but the wolf seemed to melt away, so fast did
he move, and the blade cut only the carriage’s silk cushions.
Before Raoul could move again, the wolf’s teeth closed
around his wrist, and for a moment, no one moved. Ellen
barely dared to breathe—Raoul and she would die, she was
certain. This wolf was a fiend, and when Raoul could not fight
back, it would kill them both. But the dread jaws did not close,
didn’t even draw blood, and when Raoul’s grip on his sword
loosened, the wolf let him fall back against the cushions. One
paw rose to touch the quivering sword, and a thumb folded
into sight. The beast lifted the sword and tossed it out the same
window the coachman had fled through. The only sound in the
air came from the terrified horses. The wolf stretched himself
across the seat opposite the lovers, covering the gash in the
covers, and began scrupulously licking his paws. Even the
horses began to quiet, as if they were running out of wind for
screaming.
Faces began appearing at the windows, completely human
faces. Some of them Ellen recognized. These were Joshua’s
friends, servants of the manor, and craftsmen from town. Not
daring to voice her sudden fears, she huddled closer to Raoul,
who breathed out the word she feared to speak: “Werewolves.”
The faces of men and women at the windows were
watching the wolf across from the lovers with something akin
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to reverence, and Ellen thought she saw the ghost of a smile
across the wolf’s face even as he continued his washing. Ellen,
trying to vanish into her lover’s embrace, squeaked, “But—
Joshua!”
“Is one of them,” Raoul confirmed, holding her tight.
Across the coach, the wolf raised its regal head, smiled, and
began to sit up.
*
*
*
The carriage was righted by four strong men become halfwolves (including Joshua), and in a moment, the horses were
carrying them back toward England. The werewolves loped
alongside as wolves, never tiring despite the pace. Aside from
the occasional bark when the horses slowed, they pretended
not to notice the horses. During the trip, Raoul reassured Ellen
frequently—he would find a way to escape, and then the best
men in France would hunt down every one of these monsters
and kill them. Though she felt little of his confidence, she said
nothing, but huddled fearfully in his arms, wondering what
dreadful punishments Joshua might inflict on her for running
away.
Entering Calais in the blind dark, the strange group
continued until the horses’ hoofs echoed on wooden planking,
then stopped. In a trice, a hairy half-wolf opened the door and
informed them, in Joshua’s voice, that their boat was ready.
Ellen could see nothing outside the carriage, and Joshua’s
strong paws guided her, picked her up, and set her onto the
rocking boat. Raoul, too proud to accept help, tripped and fell
onto the deck. Joshua chuckled mildly. The other werewolves
ignored Raoul.
A spark flared on a torch, and the shaggy werewolves
passed it around, lighting the lamps, then carried it to the bow,
where it hung over the sea like a figurehead. Only then did
Ellen see that they were standing on Raoul’s own yacht.
Joshua’s paw touched her shoulder and led her and Raoul
into the cabin, then lit the lamps. Tying their hands and
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gagging them, he explained sadly, “It will take about an hour
before we set off. I’ll come back and release you as soon as
we’re away from shore.”
As he had promised, Joshua released them within minutes
of embarking, and then he stayed with them, watching Ellen
with sorrow in his eyes. Once or twice, he made a move as if
to take Ellen’s hand, and when she recoiled in fear, he drew
back. At last, with tears shining in his eyes, he left them alone.
Through the tiny window, Ellen watched him approach the
bow, meeting no one’s eyes, slump onto the deck, and stare out
to sea.
She was distracted by Raoul searching through a wooden
chest at the foot of the bed. With a satisfactory grunt, he drew
out a long, hefty saber. She exclaimed in fear and tried to push
the weapon back into the trunk, but Raoul shouldered her
away, threw aside the worn scabbard, and stood up. Warning
Ellen to stay inside, he kicked the door off its hinges and
rushed out. Ellen ran after him, trying to pull him back, but in
vain. She stopped at the door and clung to its frame in terror.
Raoul attacked before Joshua had time to stand, but the
werewolf still managed to evade the blade and come to his
feet. The other werewolves scattered, some even leaping into
the rigging for the sails and clinging there. For a moment, the
two stood still, Raoul tall and proud with sword at the ready,
Joshua hunched and crouching with tail waving calmly. Then,
snarling, Raoul leaped to the attack. Joshua, sidestepping, let
Raoul’s attack carry him into the bow.
Turning, Raoul charged Joshua again, and again Joshua
sidestepped. The deadly saber buried its point in the mast,
and Raoul struggled to release it, but without success. The
werewolf calmly wrapped his paw around Raoul’s throat and
began to lift the Frenchman. But, sighing, he let the man fall
to the deck and slowly approached Ellen, eyes downcast. One
paw rose and gently brushed Ellen’s hand, and he murmured,
“I’m sorry, Ellen.”
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Roaring, Raoul ripped the sword out of the mast and, still
roaring, charged. Joshua stepped away and, when Raoul was
close, ducked—into the point. Nothing on the boat moved,
not even Raoul, and not even a breeze came to ripple the sail.
Joshua, the sword protruding from just under his collarbone,
glanced toward Ellen, and their eyes met. Then, Raoul’s boot
tore him away, pushed him off the deck, and he vanished
beneath the foam.
For a moment, everything was silent, but then Raoul began
to shout in exultation. Something splashed on the other side
of the boat—a werewolf had leaped overboard. The sound
seemed to bring Raoul to his senses, and he started yelling at
the other werewolves, ordering them to return to Calais and
vowing they would burn when they set foot in France. Slowly,
the werewolves began to take their places. Then, Raoul
shouted joyfully to Ellen, “I did it! It’s over, Ellen! You’re
safe!”
Suddenly, Ellen was advancing and shouting at him, “You
monster! How dare you!”
Raoul’s eyes became very strange, looking very much like
a lion whose prey has been stolen, and his voice became icy.
“How dare I? I’ve killed for you, Ellen—you’re mine. And I
intend to keep you.”
Ellen’s face hardened, and her voice quivered too much to
speak. She and the Frenchman glared at each other, but then
Raoul, smirking, turned his attention to the werewolves, who
had stopped to watch. When he started barking orders, they
reluctantly obeyed, but not before they met Ellen’s eyes, and
in each gaze, Ellen sensed their fealty. She glanced at the
tanned Frenchman, still mingling his orders with threats. She
clenched her jaw: these were her people, as much as they
had been Joshua’s. And they would do nothing to protect
themselves.
Rolling up her lace sleeves, she started forward. Her hands
hit Raoul square in the back and sent him speeding on. His
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feet hit the railing, and, wailing, he fell into the water with a
splash that cut his yell short. Wiping her hands delicately and
letting her sleeves fall back into place, she watched coldly as
Raoul bobbed up, like a cork, still spluttering in surprise, the
sword still shining in his hand as he trod water. “I belong to
no one,” she told him, turning away. Behind her, Raoul started
yelling in French. The werewolves all stared at Ellen. “What
are you looking at?” she challenged quietly. “Take us home!”
With a chorus of “Yes, my lady,” the shaggy bodies leaped
to obey. Unsure what she expected to find, Ellen scanned the
seawater behind them. But in water that sparkled with the
rising dawn, the only sign of life was Raoul, who had dropped
the sword and begun swimming back toward France.
A quiet paw stopped behind her, and its owner offered, “It
takes more than common steel to kill a werewolf, my lady. He
will return.”
Ellen watched the water for a moment more, and then, with
a faint smile, she retired to the cabin.
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Alexa Accord
Twisted
I headed down between rows of dark, dingy cells. An
occasional beam of sunlight interrupted the darkness. Grime
and stench filled the air as hollow footsteps echoed in the
hallway, sometimes with a watery slosh. Each cell that I
passed contained an odd and misshapen creature. Some of
them were sleeping or sulking; others were angry—whether
at themselves or my escort I couldn’t tell. The few that didn’t
show any emotions looked me straight in the eye and glared,
read my intentions, and then bared their teeth.
I wasn’t smug. I just couldn’t feel. I didn’t care what they
thought of me. I only cared about the creature in the last cell.
Actually, cared isn’t the right word. Loathed is more like it.
Loathing burned inside me and heat seemed to rise from my
body.
My escort, Nate, stopped in front of a cell door different
from the others. There was no peephole, only a slot where
food could be inserted. But the grime and rust showed that it
had not been used in years, maybe decades.
“Careful, ma’am. It’s not been the nicest of things,”
Nate said, chuckling at his own joke. I didn’t care for his
laughter. All I wanted to see was this thing that ruined my
life, this thing that would soon face justice. Nate unlocked the
door and pulled at the handle. The wrenching sound of rust
breaking from the stationary doorframe was deafening, and an
unimaginable stench hit me like a ton of bricks: decay, water,
sewage, sweat, and some other foul odors that my mind could
not—or would not—identify.
Nate stepped into the cell and reached back his hand to help
me. I ignored it and stepped over the lip in no dainty fashion.
Water was up to my ankles, and my jeans were soaked through
with just one step. I tried not to gag on the smell and anxiously
waited for my eyes to adjust to the darkness.
The creature was standing against the far wall, chains
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covering its entire brownish-yellow body. Fluid dripped from
the chains—blood, I realized. The heavy links had cut into the
flesh. From the wrists the chains ran to a bulbous metal helmet
with only one opening—a narrow rectangle for the eyes. The
creature’s head was bowed, but I could clearly see those eyes.
Those eyes had looked at me as it shed blood, as it took my
life from me, those eyes, smiling as it killed my fiancé.
The creature was exhausted. I could tell by the way it was
slumped against the wall. The chains were too short to allow it
to sit. So it stood, endlessly.
Nate took a tool from his utility belt and pulled on one
end to extend it into a prod. “Hey! Wake up! You’ve got
company.” Nate poked at the creature with the prod, but it
didn’t flinch. “Hey! Get up!” He poked it again—still, nothing.
“I said get up!” He strode toward the creature—bad move.
The creature had been waiting for something like this to
happen. It reached out and grabbed Nate by the leg. Those
bony, sharp fingers sliced into his leg all the way down to
the bone, and the creature was trying to feed before Nate
could even scream. Blood gushed from his sliced leg. Only
the helmet prevented the creature from biting into the bloody
tangle of muscle and flesh. It heaved its weight against the
chains, and bits of shredded skin dropped into the water.
I couldn’t just stand there and watch the creature take
another life. With one swift movement I stepped toward
it and kicked it into the wall. It smashed up against the
concrete and I heard cracking, probably its ribs, brittle from
malnourishment. The creature reached up and grabbed its head
with bloody fingers.
I hoisted Nate up by his collar and yanked him out of the
creature’s reach. Nate was white with shock, his pupils dilated
almost to the size of his irises. I knelt down beside him and
pulled his leg from the bloody water. The creature’s attack had
rendered it useless. Muscle had been stripped from the bone,
and it was spurting blood. I ripped off the bottom of my shirt
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and fashioned a tourniquet just below the knee, tying the knot
tight.
Behind me I heard the creature snarl and lunge toward me.
I crouched, placed both hands flat on the floor, and kicked my
left leg straight into its chest. Again it smashed against the
wall, and something plunked into the water and hit against the
floor.
Slowly I turned and saw the helmet in the water. The
creature glared at me and snarled. I glared back. I didn’t care
what it thought of me. I only wanted to save Nate’s life. The
creature’s long, matted hair was a bloody mess—whether from
its own or Nate’s blood I couldn’t tell—and for the first time
I realized that the creature was a girl! She was tiny, barely
five feet tall. She was muscular but deformed. Her mouth was
dripping blood, her razor-sharp teeth continually biting into
her lower lip. She was missing a pinky finger and chunks of
flesh from all over her body. Raised scars crisscrossed her
back, arms, and legs. For an instant I felt sorry for her, but
then I remembered my fiancé, Brad.
In my mind I saw the night that he died—the foreboding
castle where he took me, where spirits supposedly walked the
earth and talked to visitors. He led me by the hand up the stone
stairs and to the balcony, where the creature fell on him from
the black shadows of the vaulted ceiling and slit his throat,
drinking his blood before my eyes.
Rage replaced compassion, and I couldn’t control my
actions. Suddenly I was in a death match with this villainous
creature. We fought tooth and nail. Biting, scratching, kicking,
clawing—neither of us backing down.
But the creature was weak, and I gradually overtook her.
She was slumped at my feet, her face swollen, bruised and
bloody from all the blows I had given her. I could feel bruises
forming on my face where she had hit me, but I felt no pain.
I wanted this creature to die for her actions. She needed to
die for taking my life and my love away, and I knelt beside
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her, frustrated and angry. Tears streamed down my cheeks as
I grasped her around the throat with both hands and lifted her
into the air. She had no fight left in her, and she knew I had
won. She let me take her life, my hands squeezing hard and
tight around her throat. I cried when I felt her body go limp,
when she exhaled her last rancid breath. I cried for Brad and
for myself, and for our life together that never was. And I cried
for the creature. I left her body swinging in the chains and
turned—and nearly tripped over Nate! His face was just above
the water. I reached underneath his shoulders and willed my
body to drag him out of the cell. He was unconscious and cold
but still alive.
I hit the alarm outside the cell door. Before long four guards
swarmed into the hallway. Two cautiously entered the cell
where the dead creature hung, and the two others rushed to
aid Nate. They hoisted him up and took him upstairs toward
the infirmary while the others extracted the dead body of the
creature and took it somewhere unknown to me. Another
guard appeared and escorted me upstairs where I collapsed.
Sitting here in front of this jury, on trial for my life, I’ve
listened to the prosecutor’s predictable questions—was it
really self-defense, or had I taken my revenge? But I find
myself asking other questions: Can revenge ever be justice?
Did I have any right to kill her? Hadn’t she simply done what
she did to survive, just as we all do? These and many other
questions haunt me, and the only certainty I have is the uneasy
feeling that I killed the only thing that might have known the
answers.
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Anne Emerton
Minutiae
I admire:
an undulating skyline behind the heat waves of burning leaves,
autumn in the high desert dry like paper like sand
like baked earth in the sun of a landscape as capacious as this,
so much space to fill such emptiness, you’d be amazed.
I am.
I am proud of the elusive strength I have found in the ethos
of this dusty small town.
I had taken myself for granted.
I have watched my vitality shrivel in sap, weaker than amber,
less prolific than breath.
I am not ashamed.
I have watched my own tigers relinquish their power to water.
I have watched the most beautiful version of myself putrefy.
And still. Pink turns orange turns black turns stars.
And still. Flame turns pulse turns round turns wood to coal.
And still. Gilded turns gold turns diamond turns stone to wood
again.
The circles inside orbit, unfastened.
I am free.
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Carol Jacobson
Big Black Truck
Flying across the urban landscape,
a black Pterodactyl, wings lean, bones bare.
A predator, an arrow,
piercing, threatening
to unseat the balance of my heart
when I hear your diesel rumbling,
vibrating across the highway
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Where Are You?
(Written on the occasion of answering my cell phone while
attending a Christmas party at the Midway School and talking
to my youngest son who was standing in the middle of the
Cherry Creek Mall in Denver, Colorado. “Where are you?” he
asked.)
I am in the middle of nowhere,
ten miles down bladed-smooth gravel roads
to the only adobe schoolhouse in Moffat County,
long since fallen into disuse, except for this darkest night
when friends, families, neighbors come to
embrace the babe born thousands of years ago
and to celebrate the children born here
as they sing and recite, nervous but unafraid
of the folks they have always known,
then running to Grandma’s lap
in the building heated with a wood stove,
lights powered with a generator
and the outhouse missing part of its roof.
As I drive away from the party under a starless sky,
I am distracted by thousands of tiny lights
reflecting from my headlights
on the new fallen snow trail that leads home.
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Angel Mataia
Roots
Inching down my back my hair
Naturally black, bleached blonde
A beach blonde from Surf City,
But—My roots always show through
Hair cut, ironed straight, shortened
With layers and side swept bangs
Still gets nappy when it rains
The curl comes back and breaks
The brush handle as it struggles
Through afro-fried frizz
When I don’t want it like that
That’s usually how it is
Unfortunately—regrettably
My roots always show through
Fluffed, then pinned, barrel rolled
Curls perfectly lined, spring loaded
Bouncy against my shoulders that
Bring out my colored contacts
But my hair’s so thick the curls fall flat
Tangle together and look like dreads
Heavily swinging from my head
No matter what I do
My roots always show through
A dive into the sea, salty waves
Infuse the waves that frame my face
The old one with kohl lined eyes is
Gone in the ebb and flow
Hair sun dried, relaxed lays sleepily
At my side
“I had hair like that at your age too”
In my native tongue
Grandmother speaks true
Agelu—
“Never be ashamed to let your roots show through”
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David Morris
Show Off
I watch a raven fall
raptor-like
onto the trembling knobby top
of an adolescent Austrian Pine.
He’s an ebony feathered cowboy
here to show boat
to throw his weight around.
It takes fancy frantic wing work
to survive the ride
on such a precarious perch
but he bucks and flaps
and soldiers on
perfects his act
gets it right
he’s all pumped up
and rodeo ready!
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December Cross Country Ski
The river sings
in voices formed
of tinkled sheets
of broken ice
songs of sudden storm
and hard frost.
I pass a bevy
of cold and empty beds
nests of pressed snow
crushed brown
withered grasses
on the slopes of gentle hills
but the elk who slept there
hide
silent
stunned.
Winter’s arrival
late but angry
no doubt caught them
napping.
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Lost
Hemmed in
by steep sand-sided hills
each topped
with a dollop of jagged cliff
I scold me:
You grabbed your pack
goose-stepped through sage
into heavy pinion
while failing to take
a look-around first
and now I’ll bet
you couldn’t say
where you are
how you got here.
I’m right for once
I can’t.
Anxiety level at fever pitch
I make haste
for highest ground
study a complicated
broken landscape
until relieved at last
I spy a gray
metallic distant dot.
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I’m found again
But left with a question
how did my pickup
wind up
so far to the west and way
behind me?
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Joshua Nielson
Fortune Telling
Blowing on red hands tinged
blue, white cashmere sweater ripped
and caked with dirt, the girl
shivered, and the embers
of her dollars cast their last
bloodshot light, sputtered, and
died.
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Sue Beachman
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Sue Beachman
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Cathy Copeland
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Heather Zadra
When “Kids” Was a Four-Letter Word
I never, ever wanted children.
In college, friends of mine automatically factored kids into
their futures. They somehow knew that children were essential
to assembling the snugly-fit pieces of their adult lives.
Not me. Oh, I liked the idea of getting married. The thought
of owning a home someday was appealing. And bring on a
steady job and paycheck. But my version of the American
Dream did not include joyful squeals, bruised knees, or
bedtime stories.
Looking back, I can trace my ambivalence for children
almost from the time I stopped being a child. As an adolescent,
I found babysitting experiences to be either disastrous or dull.
I’m fairly certain I permanently scarred a certain boy, now a
young man whom I still find it embarrassing to meet around
town, when I called his mother home to a horrid scene of tears
and entreaties—none of them the boy’s own. That day, we all
agreed that the babysitting stint was over. We chalked it up to
irreconcilable differences.
“Ah,” you say. “But it’s different when it’s your own
kids.” As a young adult, I would have dubbed that response
purposefully misleading. My own powers of observation flatly
contradicted its truth. From what I could see, the level of
misery was only heightened by biological ties.
One circumstance had affirmed that fact in my mind and
continued to do so for some time. My fiancé Mike and I were
playing a late-night game of cards at his kitchen table. A storm
was brewing, the wind screeching in a sad, lamenting sort of
way outside the window. Rain thrummed dully on the trailer’s
roof.
And above it all, a louder, more plaintive wail. We pasted
our faces to the window and saw a friend of ours, a young
mother, standing piteously in the driveway of the mobile home
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next door. Rain-battered and shivering, she was bouncing and
jiggling a tightly-wrapped bundle in her arms—her colicky,
inconsolable two-month-old. Seeing our astonished looks,
she shook her head and gave us a halfhearted thumbs up. But
I knew better. Her face told of different emotions, feelings I
wanted no part of.
Mike and I carefully unstuck our faces from the glass. “So
you were thinking you wanted kids someday?” I asked him
casually. He was five years my senior and claimed to hear the
steady tick-tock of some biological clock.
He had claimed wrong, he suddenly realized. “Nope,” he
said.
And for the next seven years, that was that. My theater
professor in college seemed to have gotten it right. He said
that virtually everyone he saw with kids in everyday life—
at the grocery store, running errands, eating out—seemed
fundamentally miserable. They were always screaming at
their kids, or ordering them around, or whining about them to
friends. So why make a voluntary shift into that kind of life?
It was more than just the ease of our lifestyle that kept us
from “progressing” into the “next natural phase of our lives.”
Our being intentionally childless seemed a mark of strength,
a way of flaunting a traditional worldview that said we had to
have children to be happy. And I applaud those who continue
to resist that myth, who refuse to accept anyone else’s version
of what can or should bring them joy.
But when my moment for change came, I can’t say that
I felt like a sellout. My moment was, as cliché as it sounds,
literally that: a key realization that happened in a specific
instance in time. And while it released a completely unlookedfor desire in me, I know plenty of people for whom it would
have done the opposite.
My moment was witnessing the birth of my nephew, Corbin
Lucero. He’s four now. And my own children, Colin and
Drew, are two-and-a-half and one.
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My father-in-law, Bill, still loves to remind me of the day
Corbin was born, of my slightly ashamed mumbling to my
husband that “maybe we could do that one day.”
Do I ever wish I could go back? Back to the days when
I could read a book for hours, all by myself, just because I
had the time? When vacation meant relaxation, not continual
exertion? When my life was, in some ways, as carefree as a
child’s?
I have my moments.
Some days, I wonder how the Confident Careerwoman has
been transformed into Mere Mommy.
Some days, I think, Wait a minute. I never, ever wanted
children. What’s happened here?
But those are the dark days, and they don’t happen very
often. I’m not even sure I like admitting on paper that they
exist.
What brings me consolation is that these days are far
outweighed by the beautiful ones. My sons give me hope that
we can affect the future in positive ways. They terrify and awe
me because my husband and I are helping shape who they
become. They make me laugh so hard I cry, and cry so hard I
can do nothing else but laugh.
As schmaltzy as it sounds, they are not just in my heart.
They are my heart. Which means that while I might not always
want to be a mom, my need to be a mom is as essential as
breathing.
And that is more than enough.
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Tom Beachman
TV Dawn
Yes, I can faintly remember childhood without television. It
was a brief period between 1947 and 1952 when there was no focal
point to our living room. When the blond wooden box showed up
at our house, there was some commotion, but the programming
on tv did not wow, it merely triggered a mild curiosity—perhaps
because my dad was in charge of the dials. I doubt that we had any
authorization to touch the television. As I recall, it was a quirky
Zenith with a roundish screen that popped and sizzled when turned
on or off. The screen was more round than rectangular, kind of like
a porthole on a ship. It was totally not up to handling sports like
football or basketball and forget hockey. The television cameras
of the era were strictly for studios with lots of light. It seemed like
the tv characters were always yelling as though their mikes were
turned off. Back then the best entertainment was from old movies
like Laurel and Hardy and Spanky and His Gang. Hollywood had
the actors and equipment, but tv in its infancy was pretty bad, even
from a kid’s point of view. The real fun stuff was watching dad
problem-solve when the tv went on the fritz. Then the one sided
dialog between man and machine really took a turn from rated-PG
to, “Kids, you better leave the room!” After dad removed the back
panel, he would look for tubes not lit, and if it was not too late in the
evening, I would be allowed to tag along with him to make our way
to the tv repair man where I would study the manly art of sticking
tubes in the tester machine to find the errant bad apple. I shared
dad’s enthusiasm when he found the bad or barely functioning tube.
With much satisfaction we headed home with our replacement,
confident that all was right again in TV Land. Unfortunately,
replacing one bulb often did not result in a fix. It seemed like one
bad tube would stress another tube in a kind of chain reaction. This
truly tried the patience of a father in ways unknown to pre-techno
society. This scenario would play itself out over and over until
in absolute desperation, dad would call in the repairman, or after
consulting with him, would load up the tv and haul it to the shop.
Television in those dawning days of fuzz and hum and gray images
tested all who jumped on the video wagon during the infancy of tv.
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Betty Boyd
The Beav
Have you ever been on an
odyssey—you know, a life
journey that shows you things
you could never have imagined,
one that you can look back on
and say, wow, what an amazing
venture? My husband, John,
and I have been on one of
those. It started on a beautiful
April day when I looked at a
tiny baby beaver swaddled in
a handkerchief in the palm of
John’s hand. He had delivered it C-section from its dying
mother in a South Carolina swamp just an hour or two before,
and was determined to save its life. John had successfully
raised many orphaned baby animals over the years, but a
BEAVER? And one who didn’t get the important mother’s first
milk to help it fight diseases? I shook my head, but knowing
my husband’s love for anything helpless, I proceeded to get
out our supply of eyedroppers and doll bottles, and made a
shoebox into a comfy bed. “This isn’t going to be easy,” I
thought, and I was right.
We started off referring to him as “the beaver,” and
shortened it to “the beav,” because we didn’t want to name
him and get so attached to him for him only to die as we
feared. But the hours turned into days and the days into weeks,
and before we knew it, he had completely taken over our
hearts and our lives and his official name became “Beav.” For
the life of me, I don’t know if there is anything cuter than a
baby beaver, especially one drinking with great gusto from a
doll bottle! As he became more active, we turned the shoe box
upside down and cut a “mouse hole” in the side. He would
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scurry out to visit, eat, and explore his surroundings, and
scurry back in to sleep. He was only about five inches long,
counting his tail—a perfectly proportioned adorable, miniature
beaver.
After a week or so, he got very sick, and we thought he was
going to die. We have a friend who is an exotic animal vet so
we called him, but even he didn’t know much about beavers.
The only guess he had was that Beav might be allergic to
cow’s milk. He told us to flush him out with a rehydrating
electrolyte solution and start him on goat’s milk. We did,
and it saved his life. He had to be fed around the clock, and,
fortunate for both him and us, he absolutely loved his bottle
and he loved goat’s milk. “It’s time to feed the Beav” became
the most commonly uttered words in our house for months.
Canned goat’s milk was purchased by the case and hauled into
our home. In fact, he graduated to and eagerly drank out of a
full-sized baby bottle for about 5 months, until his teeth grew
too long to allow him to continue.
During this time, Beav was living in the house with us. We
could not believe his outgoing and affectionate personality; I
guess we thought beavers just kind of robotically existed. We
were wrong! And did I mention he was nosey? Every nook
and cranny was sought out and explored. When he got big
enough, he would even stand on his hind legs and look out
the windows! Our house cats studied him with great interest
and obvious disapproval while keeping just out of his curious
grasp, and didn’t know quite what to think about the newest
addition to our family.
With a “house beaver,” teeth soon became a problem. He
made several nicks in the wood frames around a couple of
doors. One day, he chewed a rather large hole in the bathroom
wall. His teeth were growing and he knew how to use them.
Destruction to any surface could occur in a matter of seconds.
I told John that Beav really, really needed to move outside.
John reluctantly agreed, fenced off an area in our back yard,
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built him a beaver lodge out of branches to sleep in and set up
a stock tank for swimming.
Outside, Beav got busy being a real beaver. All of God’s
creatures are amazing, but we have had the privilege to see
up close exactly what an engineering marvel the beaver is. He
is equipped with everything he needs to do what beavers do,
and they are busy nearly every waking hour doing it! Long,
incredibly strong pairs of teeth on both the top and bottom
of powerful jaws allow him, depending on the task at hand,
to fell any size tree (or fence post!), or nibble ever-so-gently
on your arm in affection. He has valves that close and seal
his ears and nose when he goes underwater. He has a set of
transparent eyelids beneath his regular ones that protect his
eyes while swimming. He has an extra set of lips that close
behind his teeth so he can work in the water, if necessary,
at cutting and pulling whatever needs it without getting
water down his throat. He has strong, webbed back feet for
swimming, and small, nimble front paws for building and
digging. His thick tail helps to balance him while standing,
and also comes in pretty handy for sounding a warning
“smack” on the water’s surface, simultaneously creating a
huge splash as he dives to safety when frightened (drenching
anyone who happens to be standing close by, I might add). He
has an oil gland, discreetly tucked away, that produces the oil
he loves to spend hours spreading all over his thick fur so that
water never gets to his skin. All of this amazing equipment,
along with tons of boundless enthusiasm, allow the beaver to
restructure his environment in any way that suits him. By the
way, God even gave him a “comb”— a double toenail (one on
top of the other) on each back foot that he uses to pull out and
discard clumps of matted hair! Beav is not only proficient in
any undertaking, but nicely groomed and handsome as well.
While Beav was “busy as a beaver” being himself, John
and I were busy with the trials and errors that come with the
uncharted waters of keeping a beaver. We initially decided he
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needed company, so we put baby ducklings in his stock tank.
He floated around for the longest time, seemingly ignoring
them. Satisfied that all was well, I went in the house and
kept an eye out of the kitchen window as I washed dishes.
Try to imagine my shock to see him somehow rise up out of
the water and attempt to flop on top of and drown the whole
bunch of terrified ducklings! We rescued them, and later
decided to put a baby goat in the pen. Beav spent his time
puffing up and “blowing air” and appearing to be on the verge
of attacking the goat. Next we tried a dog and that venture had
a similar ending. We finally realized that ordinary animals as
companions were insulting to him; Beav thinks he is a person.
He’s never seen another beaver, and only enjoys the company
of people. I call him a people-beaver; he loves people and
people love him.
One of Beav’s favorite ways to while away the hours
is tunneling. The tunnels radiate from the little pond that
eventually replaced his stock tank out in a network under
our back yard. John found this out by stepping out to the
beaver pen in his nice, lamb’s wool bedroom slippers. While
walking across the yard, he broke through up to his knees
into a tunnel, with his nice slippers (and feet!) buried in the
water and mud below. Sometimes the tunnels open up above
ground and Beav is free to roam uninhibited around the yard
(always at night, as beavers are nocturnal) until John discovers
the opening and fills it in. One morning I looked out to see
several brightly colored limbs from my favorite ornamental
trees piled neatly beside the beaver fence. At first, I thought
a terrible windstorm had come during the night. Then, sheer
terror struck as I realized the Beav had been on the loose.
Water hoses, trees, pool deck posts, left-out tools with wooden
handles, vehicle tires, PVC water pipes—nothing is safe from
those busy, relentless teeth! Lucky for us, he is usually content
to stay in his spacious pen and push mud around, constantly
redecorating and reconfiguring his surroundings.
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Beav also loves to eat. He enjoys apples, carrots, bread,
corn, and, of course, branches with delectable leaves. After
eating the leaves, he wedges the branches wherever the notion
strikes him—sometimes in the mud, sometimes on the side
of his lodge. He comes out of his house in the late evening,
sometimes dry and fluffy like a baby bear. Other times, he
comes through the water and is wet and sandy. Regardless, he
comes to the fence and waits to be fed and, hopefully, “kissed”
(gently touching his nose to your nose), scratched and petted.
If he doesn’t have to wait long, he is humble and loveable, and
so appreciative of the food and attention. If he has to wait, it’s
a different story! You are then greeted with a very unhappy
beaver, pacing back and forth, very grumpily making angry
grunting sounds, and when you offer the food he tries his best
to rake his claws across your hand while taking it! He doesn’t
try to actually hurt you, but he just wants to let you know
that he didn’t enjoy waiting. His ability to communicate his
feelings never ceases to amaze us.
It will soon be sixteen years since I looked at the little
bundle in John’s hand. I didn’t think he would live more than
a day, but Beav is now a healthy, industrious forty-pound very
special member of our family. As I think back over the trials,
aggravation, bouts of grave illness, and sheer work involved
with having him, I say “never again.” Then I look back over
the love given and received, the “nose kisses” at the fence, our
nieces growing up delightedly helping us call, “Beav, Beav!
Come out!” in the evenings, the sheer wonder of enjoying
an intimate glimpse of a part of God’s fantastic creation that
most people never see, and I still think, never again, but it was
WORTH it. God orchestrates many events that help shape
and change us, leaving us better for it. The care and love John
and I have lavished on a sometimes cantankerous and grumpy
pet shows me the far greater love and care God has lavished
on a sometimes grumpy and cantankerous me—and for some
reason, He thinks I’m worth it. May I say, He thinks you’re
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worth it, too! I would never recommend a beaver as a pet to
anyone, nor do I think we would ever have the time, patience,
or sheer perseverance to do it again, but I am grateful for the
gift of the odyssey.
“All things bright and beautiful, all creatures great and small,
all things wise and wonderful, the Lord God made them all.
He gave us eyes to see them, and lips that we might tell, how
great is God Almighty, Who has made all things well.” – Cecil
Francis Alexander
—Note: at the time of this writing, Beav is alive and well,
loving and grumpy, and looking forward to his 16th birthday.
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Contributors’ Notes
Alexa Accord, from Salt Lake City, is a CNCC student-athlete on the women’s
softball team. Her short story “Twisted” was actually written as a descriptivenarrative essay for a Composition I class.
Sue Beachman has lived in Moffat County for thirty years. A retired school
teacher, she enjoys photography, CNCC writing classes, reading, and outdoor
adventures. Sue sent the following notes along with her photographs: Beetle Juice
(17): “These petroglyphs are in the Vermillion Canyon in Brown’s Park.”
Wild Horses (30): “This photo was taken in the Sandwash Basin near Sunbeam,
Colorado.” Deer in Snow (31): “I took this photo from my kitchen window on
Christmas morning.” Country Road (44): “I took this photo early one morning after
a rainstorm, when I was camping near Steamboat Lake.” Rainbow on the Sandrocks
(45): “I took this photo out back of our home by the Sandrocks.” These are her first
published photographs.
Tom Beachman retired after working as a media specialist for twenty-six years for
Moffat County Schools. He pursues his interests in family history as well as many
adventures in the Great Outdoors via bike and skis. Tom notes that “TV Dawn” was
written in Carol Jacobson’s Writing Memoirs class.
Betty Boyd is married to CNCC President Dr. John Boyd. In addition to the Beav,
Betty and John raised a human child, their son Jason.
Cathy Copeland is a Craig resident. About her photograph Bear Shake, she writes,
“It was a very fortunate accident to catch these siblings shaking hands at a wolf and
bear sanctuary in West Yellowstone.”
Audrey Decker, Jeff Boyle, and Jennifer McArdle were Ceramics I students
spring semester 2009. Pinch Pots shows their respective work from left to right,
and was photographed by their instructor Elizabeth Robinson.
Anne Emerton is a graduate student at Adams State as well as a full-time teacher.
Anne writes that her poem “Minutiae” references the desert but is not solely about
landscape. About the high desert Anne writes, “This place has changed my life.”
Charlie Hickman teaches art at the elementary school in Rangely. Gray House
Gathering was “made with markers and many mixed lines,” he notes, and shows a
group of friends “speaking easy about the times.”
Carol Jacobson lives in Craig, Colorado, and operates a small bookstore in Old
Town Craig. She is fascinated by the history and wonder of northwest Colorado.
She teaches, writes poetry, grows potatoes, and photographs the west.
Kathleen Martynowicz writes, “Although retired from CNCC after 23 years, I am
still taking classes at the college. I enjoy singing, pottery, and photography.” Her
sculpture Garden Lady was photographed by CNCC ceramics instructor Elizabeth
Robinson.
Angel Mataia writes, “I am enrolled as a freshman at CNCC. My current major
is political science. I’ve always written, but this is the first piece of work I’ve ever
submitted to be published at all. I grew up in a majority Polynesian community in
Orange County, California. Cultural identity has always played a key role in my
life, whether I was trying to fit in with my Polynesian peers, or separate myself
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from them. I was teased on either end: too ethnic, a stereotypical troubled-youth
minority; or not ethnic enough: ‘white washed,’ too educated, and too good.
Through those experiences I’ve learned it’s always enough to be your best self.”
Bill Mitchem writes that he and his wife Martha came to Rangely in August of
1956 to teach in the high school. They raised their family here and in 1988 they
retired from teaching but not from being active in the community they love.
Photography has long been an interest of theirs, and in addition to Dinosaur
National Monument, they like to photograph rock art, most any type of landscape,
old buildings, lichens, rocks, trees, flowers, patterns of most any kind, fall colors,
water scenes and more. All Waving Hands images used by this magazine are
adapted from Bill’s photographs of the pictograph.
Derek Mogensen, CNCC’s webmaster, was instrumental in setting up the website
for this magazine. Derek is also a CNCC alumnus, a CNCC recruiter, and an avid
outdoorsman. Derek writes that his photograph Sunrise at Loch Vale was taken in
Rocky Mountain National Park “while standing at the center of the frozen lake with
50+ mph winds.”
David Morris has been writing poetry about Moffat Country for the last twenty
years. David comments, “I love high western desert country and believe we are
fortunate to live in one of the last unspoiled places in the great state of Colorado.”
Joshua Nielsen wrote his short story “The Werewolf’s Mate” for Creative Writing
II. Josh notes, “The unknown and the scorned in men’s fantasies call to me for
defense and understanding. One of my favorite legends is that of the werewolf, a
creature whose truth and whose life and power are shrouded by the same demonic
depictions that its cousin, the wolf, have undeservedly found in all cultures of
Western Europe. And so, dear reader, I present to you a fairy tale which, I hope,
will lead you to conclude, as I have, that as the wolf is a marvelous and even
necessary part of a great many natural ecosystems, the werewolf is a naturally good
and humane creature whose cruelty and deceit, or warmth and trust, lie in the eye of
the beholder.”
Wendy Roberts teaches photography at CNCC. About Tree Growing Out of a
Rock, Wendy writes, “My students and I went on a photo field trip to Dry Fork
Canyon, Utah, on Saturday, April 26, 2008. When this publication was considering
titles, I loved the suggestion Scorched Earth and immediately thought about this
image as a great photo to include. Maybe it is a better title for this image!”
Elizabeth Robinson was recently profiled in Studio Potter magazine. Her studio is
on Main Street in Rangely, and her work is shown and sold in galleries throughout
the country. She teaches Ceramics I & II at CNCC.
Heather Zadra is a journalism instructor and one of the advisers of the CNCC
Spartan Times. Heather comments, “Though I did a lot of writing in college and
enjoy writing for myself, this is one of my first experiences submitting a piece for
review or publication. About her essay “When “Kids” Was a Four-Letter Word,”
she writes, “I have enjoyed trying to capture, through language, the conflicting
emotions of motherhood. I hope to continue this challenge as my children grow.”
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Carol Jacobson
Living and Dying in the Desert
My brother told me,
in the tone of voice
he uses for mentioning
the weather on a clear day,
How he once found a dead man,
lying on the sand, under a juniper tree.
Alone.
Under a hot Utah sun,
like a dead sheep, my brother said.
Left out all winter at the base of Blue Mountain,
undisturbed by predators or scavengers,
skin melting down onto bones,
Mostly intact,
only the hands, a few yards away,
moved by the melting spring snow.
Shirt, pants, boots, hide holding bones
together.

